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Evolution of the charge localization process in xenon cluster ions:
From tetramer to dimer cores as a function of cluster size
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The charge localization process in XeN
1 cluster ions (N540– 20 000) is investigated with

fluorescence spectroscopy methods. New discrete and continuous luminescence bands in the visible
and near infrared spectral range are observed and are assigned to radiative transitions of ionic
dimers, trimers and tetramers inside Xe clusters. The bands are related to the 5p5 2P1/2

→5p5 2P3/2 transition of electronically excited atomic Xe ions and the 6p→6s transitions of
electronically excited Xe neutrals. The dependence of the size of the ionic centers on the Xe cluster
size is discussed. In large clusters discrete lines are due to embedded dimer emission and they are
identified as 2(1/2)u→1(3/2)g transitions between different vibrational levels. Line positions are
blue-shifted by 30 (61) meV with respect to free molecular dimer ions. The energy shift is due to
the interaction of the surrounding neutral Xe cluster atoms with the embedded ionic Xe
molecules. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1463441#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The geometrical and electronic structure of neutral a
ionic rare gas clusters has attracted considerable interes
many years. Because of their relative simplicity, they can
regarded as model systems for insulators. Neutral rare
clusters are bound by weak, undirectional van der Wa
forces. This situation changes dramatically after ionizati
The positive charge tends to delocalize due to interato
hopping. At the same time the charge induces polarizatio
the surrounding atoms. These two processes are compet
The interplay of the kinetic energy of the hole and the int
atomic Coulomb energy due to dipole–dipole a
monopole–dipole interactions depends on the cluster
and is of fundamental importance for the charge distributi
Whether the charge localizes on a dimer, trimer, tetrame
even larger core is still under discussion, although sev
detailed investigations have focused on this issue.1,2 Accord-
ing to theoretical work the charge delocalization favors
formation of large centers, while the polarization of the s
rounding atoms becomes larger if the charge is concentra
Therefore, one can expect that dimer centers are forme
very large clusters, if we recall that the polarization ene
increases with cluster size. For the smallest cluster,
dimer, charge localization takes obviously place on
dimer, while in an intermediate size range trimer and t
ramer ions can be formed. An open question in this contex
how many atoms are needed, in order to allow a dimer c
localization, which is the favored center in bulk rare g
solids.3

Many theoretical and experimental results are availa
7550021-9606/2002/116(17)/7558/6/$19.00
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on the structure and stability of rare gas cluster ions.4–10

Recently, the relaxation dynamics of photoionized Xe clu
ters and the role of radiative processes in the formation
cluster ions was studied.11 As an extension of these studie
we present results obtained by high-resolution fluoresce
spectroscopy, which enabled us to analyze the previou
observed features in more detail and to observe several
emission bands. In this contribution, we discuss the evo
tion from tetramer to trimer ionic cores in small cluster io
(N,100) and the merging into dimer centers in the bu
solid. The radiative processes after photoexcitation and
influence of the neutral cluster atoms on the electronic
geometrical structure of XeN

1 clusters is investigated. To ou
knowledge, these are the first experimental results coveri
size range up to 20 000 atoms, which allows us to follow
charge localization process up to the final dimer core in
bulk solid.

II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed at the experime
station CLULU at the synchrotron radiation laboratory HA
SYLAB in Hamburg. A detailed description is give
elsewhere.12 In brief, Xe clusters were prepared in a supe
sonic expansion through conical nozzles~100 and 200mm
diam, 15° and 4° opening cone angle, respectively!. With a
stagnation pressure of 300–2500 mbar and a nozzle temp
ture of 200–300 K the average cluster size ofN atoms per
cluster varied between 40 and 20 000. Cluster sizes w
determined with the help of well-known scaling laws,13,14
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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N533•S G*

1000D
2.35

with G* 5
K•p•deff

0.85

T2.2875 . ~1!

The width ~FWHM! DN of the size distribution is approxi
mately N. Monochromatic synchrotron radiation in the e
ergy range between 8–14.5 eV was focused on the clu
beam 5 mm downstream from the nozzle. The photoexc
Xe clusters emitted fluorescence light, which was detec
spectrally undispersed by two different photomultipliers co
ering the energy range from 8 to 30 eV and 2 to 6 eV. F
spectrally resolved measurements in the visible and n
infrared spectral range a commercial 0.275 m Czern
Turner-type monochromator equipped with three gratin
~150 l/mm for overview spectra, 1200 l/mm for high resol
tion! was used. The spectral resolution with the 1200 l/m
gratings is ;1 meV and with the 150 l/mm grating
;10 meV at 1.5 eV. The monochromator was coupled to
experimental chamber with a lens system consisting of
LiF/Suprasil-achromats in order to minimize chromatic a
spherical aberration. A liquid nitrogen cooled CCD came
attached to the monochromator was used to record the
rescence spectra. This improved detection system allowe
to record spectra with substantially better quality than in p
vious measurements.11

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Photoexcited XeN
1 cluster ions emit broad luminescenc

bands in the visible and near infrared spectral range.11 The
main features in the fluorescence spectra (\v513.48 eV)
are two groups of cluster-specific bands~I, II ! shown in Fig.
1. Kanaevet al. interpreted these emission bands within t
Frenkel exciton model assuming the charge to be delocal
on small emitting centers inside the clusters.11 The bands are
attributed to radiative transitions between spin–orbit s
states related to the 5p5 2P1/2→5p5 2P3/2 transitions of ex-
cited atomic Xe ions~see Fig. 3!. With increasing cluster size
band I is red shifted. The observed variation of the cente
the band shows a logarithmic dependence on the cluster
which is consistent with the Frenkel exciton model.11 The
intensity variation of band I and II with the cluster size
explained by the change of the cluster temperature.11 Increas-
ing cluster size leads to a lower cluster temperature, since
energy released during the ionization process is distribu
over the entire cluster.11

Due to our improved detection system we can now
serve some fine structure in band I and II. Five bands labe
a, b, c, e1 , and e2 can be seen. In the spectral range of ba
I, we observe two overlapping bands. We labeled the ba
at 1.92–1.90 eV~a! and at 1.80–1.79 eV~b!. Recently per-
formed measurements on Xe40 cluster ions embedded in col
Ne clusters show the splitting of band I in great detail, wh
is shown in the inset of Fig. 1 and which will be discussed
a forthcoming paper.15 Band II contains a continuous ban
~c! at 1.62 eV, which decreases in intensity with increas
cluster size and an additional band (e1) at 1.49 eV, which
becomes dominant for large clusters (N.400). For small
clusters (N,100) band (e1) has a shoulder (e2) on the low
energy side located at 1.32 eV. Although, the count rate
rather low a sharp line of a vibrational structure of (e2) can
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be seen in the lower inset of Fig. 1 by subtracting the c
tribution of band (e1) and averaging over a set of spectr
Band (e2) decreases in intensity with increasing cluster si
The energy positions of band c, e1 , and e2 show no signifi-
cant variation with cluster size.

High-resolution spectra for large cluster ions excited
\v513.48 eV are shown in Fig. 2. A vibrational structure
e1 containing many discrete lines is observed. Besides
molecular progression, two intense atomic transitions
1.506 eV and 1.497 eV are also observed. They are assig
to the 6p@3/2#2→6s@3/2#2 and 6p@1/2#0→6s@3/2#1 transi-
tions of neutral Xe atoms.16 These unshifted atomic line
indicate that excited Xe atoms may desorb from the clus
surface during the relaxation process. Direct excitation of
atoms intop-symmetric states is forbidden because of dip
selection rules. Therefore, we can dismiss the possibility
the lines are due to excited atoms in the background g
which is always in the beam. The desorption of excited
oms and molecules has recently been observed in light
gas clusters~He, Ne! and is obviously an important relax
ation channel in these systems.17,18 Xe clusters however,
show strong desorption and predissociation processes

FIG. 1. Fluorescence in the visible and near-infrared spectral range fol
ing photoionization of XeN clusters~lower part: 40,N,280 and upper part:
300,N,2200! at 13.48 eV. The structures~a, b, c, e1 , and e2! are related to
the 5p5 2P1/2→5p5 2P3/2 transition of excited atomic Xe ions and belong
different ionic centers. To show the splitting of band I in more detail t
fluorescence spectrum of Xe40 doped Ne3500 clusters is given in the uppe
inset. In the lower inset a sharp line of the vibrational structure of e2 is
shown and the experimental resolution is indicated.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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for small clusters containing less than ten atoms.19 Desorp-
tion occurs if the interaction between the electronically e
cited atom and the surrounding atoms is repulsive. Whe
the interaction is attractive or repulsive depends on the e
tron affinity. If the electron affinity is negative, electrons a
to some extend electronically excited atoms are repelled
their surrounding. As a result, cavities are formed and
sorption takes place once the cavity approaches the surfa20

In this context it is important to mention that the electr
affinity of Xe clusters varies with size. According to calc
lations the electron affinity is negative for Xe clusters co
taining less than;10 atoms.21 For large clusters it is posi
tive. Thus, desorption is expected to happen only in small
clusters. Small excited XeN clusters (N,10) may result
from the strong fragmentation process following photoio
ization. Another possible explanation is the recombination
ions and electrons, which leads to highly excited neutral
atoms.

For the interpretation of the progression of discrete lin
~e1 and e2! and the continuous emission bands~a, b, and c!
one should keep in mind that it is now widely accepted, t
after ionization trimer and tetramer centers are formed ins
small clusters. Haberlandet al. measured photoabsorptio
cross sections of mass selected XeN

1 clusters, 3<N<30, and
found two distinct families of cluster ions, with either line
trimer or tetramer cores.2 In small XeN clusters (N
513, 19), the ground state charge distribution was expe
to be 0.25 : 0.5 : 0.25 for a trimer ionic core and 0.1 : 0.
0.4 : 0.1 for a tetramer ionic core, respectively.2 The neutral
adatoms are arranged in rings of 5 atoms.2 There is experi-
mental evidence that the clusters containing less than 30
oms fluctuate between the two structures on a time s
faster than 10–15 ns.2 However, later calculations by Garci
et al. suggested a tetramer core for 13,N,300 but with a
charge localization of 95% on one of the four atoms.6 These
calculations were in good agreement with measurement
the ionization potential of XeN clusters.22 Charge solvation
has also been studied for liquid and solid rare gases.3 There

FIG. 2. Fluorescence in the near-infrared spectral range following photo
ization of XeN clusters~N5300, 2000, and 20 000! at 13.48 eV measured
with high spectral resolution. The progression is identified as 2(1/u

→1(3/2)g transitions of different vibrational levels. The line positions a
blueshifted by 30 meV with respect to free molecular Xe ions. The exp
mental resolution is indicated in the figure.
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are no optical features in the bulk of solid rare gases beca
the charged vacancies are neutralised too fast. Neverthe
if the temperature is low enough to prevent the release of
electrons from their traps in the lattice, the self-trapped ho
are stable and can be spectroscopically investigated.23,24 So
far, it has always been assumed that in the bulk solid loc
ization takes place on a dimer ion. Our measurements
give a deeper insight into charge localization processes in
size range between 40 and 20 000 atoms per cluster. Fo
largest clusters the development of bulk solid properties
expected.

We now assign the emission bands a, b, c, e1 , and e2 to
dimers, trimers, and tetramers. For the dimer on the basi
Xe2

1 potential curves shown in Fig. 3 we can only expect tw
transitions with considerably oscillator strength at;1.3 eV
(2(1/2)u→1(3/2)g) and;1.52 eV(2(1/2)g→1(1/2)u). For
the analysis we used the spectroscopic constants give
Table I.25 If we assume the formation of larger ionic core
than the dimer, potential surfaces have to be conside
Model calculations by Amaroucheet al. show that the most
stable structures of holes inside small XeN

1 clusters (N
,19) are linear Xe3

1 and Xe4
1 . Trimers have a binding en

ergy of 0.36 eV with respect to the Xe2
11Xe asymptote. The

energy gain due to hole-delocalization on the third atom
0.25 eV. Polarization forces due to charged induced dipo
lead to a gain of 0.11 eV. Tetramers are bound by 0.15
with respect to Xe3

11Xe. In case of Xe4
1 the calculations

give 0.06 eV due to the delocalization energy and 0.09
due to the polarization energy.1 In these calculations the ex
istence of a stable Xe5

1 core is excluded because increasi
the extent of delocalization is no longer more stabilizing th

n-

i-

FIG. 3. Schematic potential curves of Xe2
1 from Ref. 11 including the rel-

evant transitions.

TABLE I. Spectroscopic constants for the 2(1/2)g , 2(1/2)u , 1(3/2)g , and
1(1/2)u states taken from Ref. 25.

States Te (cm21) De ve vexe

2(1/2)g 107 500 842 ,30 ¯

2(1/2)u 107 097 1472 49.96 0.458
1(3/2)g 96 208 1822 58.36 0.484
1(1/2)u 90 107 7923 123.41 0.486
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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polarizing appropriately positioned atoms around a sma
core. The binding energy of a linear Xe5

1 center is actually
0.02 eV above the lowest minimum of the tetramer.1 The
effect of polarization is of similar strength for ground an
excited states but only the ground state potential is stron
affected by the stabilization due to charge delocalizati
Therefore, we have to consider only delocalization effects
order to estimate the resulting six transition energies of
different ionic subsystems. Corresponding to the dimer tr
sitions at;1.3 eV and;1.52 eV and the energy gain due
hole delocalization, we expect the trimer transitions
roughly 1.310.2551.55 eV and 1.5210.2551.77 eV, re-
spectively. The estimated Xe4

1 transition energies are there
fore 1.5510.0651.61 eV and 1.7710.0651.83 eV, respec-
tively.

In Fig. 4, clusters of around 40 and 1200 atoms are p
sented. We used six Gaussian-fitting curves to reproduce
spectra. Although, in the fluorescence spectra of pure
clusters only five emission bands are clearly observable~a, b,
c, e1 , and e2!, the introduction of band~d! is justified by the
above mentioned measurements on embedded Xe40 clusters
in cold Ne clusters. The Xe40Ne3500 spectrum shown in the
inset of Fig. 4 enables us to observe band~d! experimentally.

FIG. 4. Fluorescence in the visible and near-infrared spectral range fol
ing photoionization of XeN clusters~N540 andN51200! at 13.48 eV. The
structures~a, b, c, d, e1 , and e2! are fitted with Gaussian curves. The the
retically estimated dimer, trimer and tetramer transitions are indicated in
figure. To justify the introduction of the additional band~d! the fluorescence
spectrum of Xe40Ne3500 is shown in the inset, where band~d! is observed.
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In order to minimize the amount of free parameters, the
ergy positions for band~c!, ~d!, (e1), and (e2) were fixed for
all cluster sizes and a logarithmic energy shift of bands~a!
and ~b! was allowed as already discussed.11 The FWHM of
the different bands were also kept constant for all clus
sizes:~a, c! 145 meV,~b, d! 140 meV, and~e1 , e2! 135 meV.
The theoretically estimated transition energies for the diff
ent cores are marked with arrows. The discrepancy of
measured energy positions to the estimated ones is less
5%. As a result, we assume that band~a! and ~b! belong to
tetramer and trimer transitions related to 2(1/2g

→1(1/2)u . Band ~c! and ~d! belong to tetramer and trime
transitions related to 2(1/2)u→1(3/2)g . The question of
whether there is a contribution of dimer transitions 2(1/2g

→1(1/2)u to the intensity of band~d! in large clusters and
why the dimer emission 2(1/2)g→1(1/2)u is missing in
small clusters will be discussed later. Band (e2) belongs to
dimer transitions related to 2(1/2)u→1(3/2)g . The increas-
ing bandwidth related to Xe2

1 , Xe3
1 , and Xe4

1 can be ex-
plained by the increasing number of different structural is
mers with slightly different transition energies, which lea
to a broadening of bands. This is in agreement with result
recent investigations on the photofragmentation proces
small Xe4

1 clusters, where experimental evidence for line
and T-shaped isomers was found.26 Theoretical studies have
revealed many different local minima on the associated
tential energy surfaces that correspond to a range of st
tural isomers.1 In cold Ne and He clusters~10 K and 0.4 K,
respectively! structural changes of embedded molecules
suppressed, because of the low temperatures.27 Therefore,
the number of occurring isomers in doped clusters and
corresponding bandwidth in the fluorescence spectrum is
duced, which enables us to observe the splitting of band
detail.15

Using high-resolution spectroscopy~Fig. 2!, we can as-
sign the progression (e1) to dimer emissions of Xe2

1 embed-
ded inside neutral Xe clusters. Using the spectroscopic c
stants given in Table I, they are identified as 2(1/2u

→1(3/2)g transitions of different vibrational levels (v8
522, 23, 24, 25, 26,...→v950, 1,...).25 Xenon has nine
naturally occurring isotopes with an abundance weighted
erage mass of 131.3 amu.25 It is well known that the shifts in
isotopic vibrational energies will become significant at hi
vibrational level.25 Therefore, peaks with high quantum num
bers will be broadened and eventually be washed out. C
sidering this effect, we have calculated the shifts of thev8
526→v950 transition taking isotopes into account with
natural abundance of more than;1%.28–30We obtain a line
broadening of 0.16 meV, which is clearly smaller than t
spectral resolution at 1.5 eV~1 meV!. The line positions are
blueshifted by 30 (61) meV with respect to free molecula
Xe ions. The small energy shift is due to an attractive int
action of surrounding matrix atoms on the embedded dim
ion. There is no difference in line position and shape
comparing spectra for XeN clusters containing 300–20 00
atoms. Taking the icosahedral structure of rare gas clus
with closed shells forN513, 55, 147, 309, ... etc. into ac
count, this is an indication that the interaction is restricted
the first two or three shells of matrix atoms around the io

-

e
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dimer center. To our knowledge, this is the first example o
discrete vibrational spectrum of an ionic dimer center. O
should mention that there is an important difference in
origin of band (e1) and (e2). Both are related to 2(1/2)u

→1(3/2)g transitions of excited ionic dimers, but (e1) be-
longs to partially relaxed dimer ionsinside the clusters,
while (e2) is due tofree hot dimer ions. The weak structur
of (e2) shown in the inset of Fig. 1 is due to transitions fro
very high vibrational levels (v8557/58→v950
2n solid line). We have to point out, that it is not possib
to reproduce the transition energy of (e1) with the spectro-
scopic constants of (e2) without shifting the potential curves
The matrix-shift is absolutely necessary and gives strong
dence that the partially relaxed dimer ions are inside
cluster.

We assume that the free dimer ions in 2(1/2)u states with
a high degree of internal energy result from fragmentat
processes following photoionization of small clusters. This
in principal agreement with photofragmentation data rece
presented by Kirkwoodet al., in which the kinetic energies
of fast neutrals ejected from photoexcited Ar3

1 was measured
and remaining dimer ions with a high degree of internal
ergy were observed.31 One can expect that this observation
also valid for small Xe clusters. For large XeN clusters (N
.100) the intensity of band (e2) decreases because th
amount of small clusters in the beam is decreasing. The s
argument explains why band~d! for large clusters is mainly
due to trimer core transitions and that the contribution
dimers in 2(1/2)g states is rather low. Band~d! appears for
clusters larger than 100 atoms. In this size regime,
amount of small clusters in the beam, which fragment i
‘‘hot’’ dimers is already low. Since the fluorescence spectr
of small clusters (N540) shows no additional band relate
to dimer transitions 2(1/2)g→1(1/2)u , we assume that the
energy redistribution during the fragmentation process le
mainly to free vibrationally excited molecular ions in th
lowest electronically excited 2(1/2)u state. Similar experi-
ments detecting neutral photofragments were carried ou
ArN

1 , KrN
1 , and XeN

1 cluster ions (2,N,19).32 For all three
rare gas systems the results show that the primary resp
to photoexcitation, is the ejection of single atoms with hi
kinetic energy on a time scale that is short compared with
rotational period of a cluster~10–50 ps! and with the obser-
vation time in our experiment (;1 ms),32,33

RgN
11hn→RgN21

1 1Rg~ fast!. ~2!

The fast neutral atoms carry with them up to 50% of t
excess internal energy.34 In all cases the remaining interna
energy is dissipated by the loss of further neutral fragme
with low relative kinetic energies. However, the present
periments show that partially relaxed ionic dimersinside
large clusters still exist within the ns-lifetime regime of th
excited ionic molecular states.

We now discuss the intensity variation of the differe
bands with cluster size. In Fig. 5 the measured relative ab
dance of ionic Xe2

1 , Xe3
1 , and Xe4

1 cores is displayed as
function of cluster size. The intensities of the bands are n
malized to the total fluorescence. In order to neglect the t
perature effect on the intensity variation as discussed by
Downloaded 26 Apr 2002 to 131.169.40.67. Redistribution subject to A
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naevet al.,11 we have summed up the intensities of the upp
2(1/2)g- and lower 2(1/2)u-state belonging to each core. W
observe, that in small XeN

1 clusters (N,40) the charge is
mainly localized on tetramers. The relative abundance
larger than 50%. In clusters containing more than 40 ato
the relative abundance of tetramer cores continuously
creases, while the charge localization on trimer cores
comes more likely. For an average cluster size of 200 ato
the relative abundance of trimers is at a maximum. In cl
ters containing more than 200 atoms the relative abunda
of trimer cores decreases, while the charge localization
dimer cores becomes more likely. For large cluster ionsN
.400), we observe a merging into bulk properties with t
charge localization on mainly dimer cores (.50%).

The cluster size dependence of the different ionic co
can be explained in the following way. The charge distrib
tion process depends on the interplay between the in
atomic hopping of the hole~charge delocalization! and the
polarization of surrounding neutral atoms. The two effe
are competitive, since the larger the hole delocalization,
smaller the polarization energy. The equilibrium conditi
depends on the cluster size, since at least the polariza
energy increases with cluster size.35 For a quantitative analy-
sis of both effects in Xe clusters the knowledge of the ex
atomic structure and the dipole density distribution arou
the ionic core in the ground and excited states is essent

In our fluorescence spectra, we can identify five ban
and therefore we have the possibility of distinguishing b
tween different cores over a large range of cluster sizes

FIG. 5. Relative abundance of dimer, trimer and tetramer ionic centers
function of cluster size.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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7563J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 17, 1 May 2002 Charge localization in cluster ions
mentioned above, there is strong evidence that in largeN
clusters (N.400) the polarization of the surrounding atom
overcomes the hole delocalization and can cause a com
ionized dimer core to be energetically more favourable.
the following, we try to describe the charge distribution pr
cess in a very simple picture, which gives an order of m
nitude estimation of these effects. The kinetic energy of
hole is set constant. It is known that the energy of the neu
matrix polarization by the ionic center is slightly larger f
dimers than for trimers and tetramers because of the di
ence in their dimension.6 In small XeN

1 clusters (N,13) this
energy difference is small compared to the dissociation
ergy of Xe3

1 and Xe4
1 . Therefore, in small clusters the fo

mation of Xe2
1 ionic cores is unlikely because the gain

polarization energy is not sufficient to dissociate the trim
In large clusters the situation is somewhat different. In t
case we estimate the polarization energy in a simple elec
static model. The XeN

1 cluster is treated as a dielectric m
dium with ~N–M! neutral atoms surrounding the ionic co
containing M atoms. Ifn is the density of matrix atoms, the
each atom has the same volume as a sphere of a radiuRN

5@3/(4p•n)#1/3, therefore the cluster can be approximat
by a sphere ofRS5RNN1/3. Concerning the ionic core we
approximateRC5RMM1/3 ~RMªhalf of the average inter
atomic distance for Xe2

1 , Xe3
1 , and Xe4

1!. Thus, we obtain
for the polarization energy of the matrix atoms;

EP5
e2

2
•~12«S

21!•S 1

RC
2

1

RS
D , ~3!

which is the classical Born equation for the solvation o
positive charge inside a dielectric medium.36 The average
interatomic distances of Xe2

1 , Xe3
1 , and Xe4

1 are 3.18 Å,
3.32 Å, and 3.46 Å.1 With the solid dielectric constant fo
xenon«S

2152.2, we can calculate the differences in pola
ization energies for different ionic cores as a function
cluster size. As a result, we obtain for XeN

1 (N540): DEP

5EP(Xe3
1)2EP(Xe4

1)'0.21 eV. This is in the range o
dissociation energies of the tetramer core~0.15 eV!. There-
fore, we conclude that in clusters containing more than
atoms charge localization on ionic trimers becomes m
reasonable because the stabilization due to the polariza
energy increases. For XeN

1 ~N5400! the calculations give
DEP5EP(Xe2

1)2EP(Xe3
1)'0.32. The dissociation energ

of trimers is roughly 0.36 eV. Thus, the charge localizati
on dimer cores is mainly observed for big clusters in agr
ment with our experimental results.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have reported on new discrete and c
tinuous luminescence bands of Xe cluster ions in the vis
and near-infrared spectral range. The structures are assi
to radiative transitions of ionic centers inside Xe cluste
The luminescence bands are related to the 5p5 2P1/2

→5p5 2P3/2 transition of excited atomic Xe ions and 6p
→6s transitions of excited Xe neutrals. The transition fro
tetramers to trimers atN540 and from trimer to dimer a
N5400 can be explained by a model which takes into
count the polarizability, the size of the ionic core and t
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dissociation energies of the ionic cores. The dimer emiss
is identified as the 2(1/2)u→1(3/2)g transitions of different
vibrational levels. The blue shift of line positions is 3
(61) meV compared to those of free molecular Xe ion
This is due to the interaction of the surrounding neutral cl
ter atoms acting on the embedded ionic Xe molecule.
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